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Overall, how satisfied are you with this session?
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Session content corresponded well to my goals for attending.



Excellent presenters. SO much valuable information and simplified! Thank you for all of your hard work!

Excellent speaker!

From this session I took away the importance of meeting the need culturally of all students. Even virtually 

we can link into different ideas and cultures which can help make connections with students as well as 

inform or teach others about different cultures and acceptances.

Good emphasis on connecting with the students.

Breakdown of the calendar Is helpful.

Great  job Tony!  Thank you for the extra resources and ALL of the inspiring information!  My departments 

Adapted instructor viewed as well and sang your praises!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CARING CREATIVITY!!!🙌🏻👍🏼♥️

Great ideas and great suggestions about keeping our kids SEL at the forefront. 

Great reminder to stay connected even virtually!

Great information to take back to the classroom.

Comments



Great resources

Great session. I was looking at her calendar as she was talking about it and I can really see it as a useful tool 

as we go back to school. While I haven't read the trauma power point yet, I appreciate Toni including that as 

a review as well to support all kids.

I always love hearing new ideas for adaptive PE. Thank you for sharing! 

I liked the idea that relationships are a key component of teaching.  I agree that we need to find the 

strengths in our students and use this to our advantage.  I also like the idea of the calendar and getting the 

family involved in weekly activities.

I liked the question she posed: "What is your welcome mat?" When kids enter your door or get on your 

eLearning assignment page are you present? Connecting with students and building those relationships, 

that is what it is all about! Giving and having grace!

Great reminders.  Thanks for the handouts.

Great reminders-RELATIONSHIPS are key!  Love the calendar idea as well.  Thanks for sharing your 

enthusiasm and resources. 

Great resource!



Love the shared resources.  Lots of great ideas about involving the community.  

I liked the reminder to incorporate lessons that don't "drain the screen".  It's a great idea to use a checklist, 

so kids aren't constantly using screen time.  Especially since many of our students exist in families that are 

sharing devices!

I'm not teaching PE anymore (only health). It decided to check this session out. I'm walking away so happy I 

"attended" and I can't wait to dig into the resources! 

I'm not teaching PE anymore (only health). It decided to check this session out. I'm walking away so happy I 

"attended" and I can't wait to dig into the resources! 

It was great to have an adapted PE teacher share her input during this conference.  Thank you!

like beef idea

I liked Toni's video. Thank you for sharing your SEL slides and the basketball "cards". I think I can use those if 

I get my gym back after the virus.

I want to know you! You said so many things I completely identify with and respect!!! Thank you for saying 

there are no bad kids! Truth right there!



Loved her perspective on keeping things simple and building relationships with your students.

Loved the calendar idea.  Definitely would love to use it.

Makes me rethink my remote lessons and templates.  Maybe too much info at once and can scale back to 

make it easier for more student buy-in and willingness to do with families.

Relationships are key to successfully reaching my students, and them willingly engaging in  activities. 

Supporting teachers and parents with our fun activities, and remembering grace and flexibility. 

Keep it simple.

Modeling compliments and incorporating it more in closure. 

Thank you for all the good ideas 

The information, resources and presentation were meaningful and  the ideas will be very useful in the 

coming school year.  Thank you for sharing!

thank you for the shared doc

Thank you!



Toni was very informative and gave some awesome points on how to better connect with our students. I 

really enjoyed the session and the resources she shared. 

Took notes the entire time, looking forward to reviewing your Facebook page and resources. 

Totally agree with the importance of building strong relationships with students. Thank you!

very helpful as I look to take a bigger role in adaptive PE 

Very nice to plan for the whole child no matter where they are coming from.  

The key is relationships. When they see you care about them it opens their hearts to listen to the things you 

want to teach them.

This session was awesome cause it gave me real things I can use in this upcoming year!

Toni gave great ideas for adaptive students and how we can include them with our classes on any platform 

we are teaching from. I like her idea with the "Welcome MAt" teachers need to have as students enter the 

gym. Her view of whole child, connecting with student and parents is key with not only adaptive students, 

but every child.

I will be looking at the resources she provided 

Good ideas and tips !!



Wonderful insight!

Very thoughtful and informative.


